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        July 8, 2019 

 

 

Dear Clients & Friends of Grisanti Capital Management:  

 

Who can explain it, who can tell you why? 

Fools give you reasons, wise men never try. 

 

                                                         -- Some Enchanted Evening, from South Pacific 

 

 The second quarter was a strong one for your portfolio.  Even though the current “go-go” 

environment is not what the GCM High Income Equity Portfolio (the “HIEP”) is designed for, 

we participated in the market’s upsurge nonetheless.  Our GCM High Income Equity Portfolio 

rose 5.1% in the quarter and is now up 14.3% for the year.1  The year-to-date gain was 

accomplished while taking nearly 30% less risk2 than the market and generating an average yield 

of almost 4%, more than twice that of the S&P 500.  While we don’t typically compare the HIEP 

to an index because of its blend of income-like securities and common equities, it is worth noting 

that this quarter the HIEP was ahead of the Russell 1000 Value Index even though a third of its 

assets are in fixed income-like instruments (bonds and preferred stocks).  

 

 The strong performance came in spite of a trade war with China that shocked the market, 

a near war with Iran that drove up oil prices, and sharply falling interest rates that may signal a 

slowing economy.  Why did the market do so well with that ugly backdrop?  That’s where the 

quote from South Pacific comes in.   

 

 Wall Street is full of pundits eager to explain why something happened, or, even more 

impressive, what’s about to happen.  But the dark secret of the investment business is that the 

world is full of unpredictable events – from the election of Donald Trump to the current peculiar 

combination of low inflation and high employment (an economist’s oxymoron).  Plus, even if 

you could predict these events, to invest successfully you would also have to predict the market’s 

reaction to them.  Exercising this double dose of foresight is incredibly difficult:  If you had 

                                                      
1 The performance is for the High Income Equity Portfolio Composite, which is our model portfolio.  Your performance may 

differ due to factors such as a higher cash position, different investment objectives or non-discretionary securities you hold in 

your account.  Your actual performance accompanies this letter. 

 
2 As measured by Beta, a commonly used statistic for measuring volatility compared to the market. 
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correctly predicted Trump would win in 2016, would you also have bought stocks ahead of time? 

Perhaps, but getting that right consistently is a hard way to make money over the long term. 

 

 Instead, we focus on our individual portfolio investments and our time-tested HIEP 

structure.  The HIEP’s “barbell” structure is designed for two core objectives: safety and income 

on the one hand, and capital appreciation on the other.  When combined, we believe the two 

sides of this barbell strategy are able to provide both the preservation of capital and the potential 

for appreciation.  In either case, we work to identify investable secular trends.  If we succeed, 

these can add meaningful potential for capital appreciation to the overall portfolio without taking 

unnecessary risk.  In this quarter’s letter, we’d like to detail one such trend and the portfolio 

companies that stand to benefit the most.    

   

Streaming – Not Just Netflix Anymore 

 

 For those who have been with us a while, you may recall our profitable investment in oil 

refining as that industry took advantage of the changes brought about by fracking.  Right now, 

we are absorbed with another trend: the movement from cable television towards “streaming,” 

that is, receiving entertainment and information – TV shows, movies, news, sporting events – 

directly over the internet.   

  

 Streaming allows consumers to choose exactly what they want to watch and when they 

are going to watch it.  Moreover, it allows them to pick their own “buffet” of channels, and not 

rely on the local cable company to dictate the one-hundred-plus channels that come with the 

“basic” package (100 things that are “basic” seem like a lot).  To date, Netflix has dominated the 

streaming space, but that is changing fast.  We have identified several companies that both profit 

from streaming, and still fit within our value-investing parameters.  You may be surprised to see 

some “old fashioned” companies like Disney and Comcast on this list:  

 

 The Godfather of the Entertainment World:  Even as talking heads opine about trade wars 

and the slowing economy, Disney is launching an exciting new streaming venture called 

Disney+ (pronounced Disney Plus).  A direct competitor to Netflix, Disney+ will stream 

uniquely valuable Disney content (from Snow White to Star Wars) over the internet, the rights to 

which are being withdrawn from Netflix over time.  The streaming wars have begun.  Since our 

initial purchase, we have believed that Disney’s breadth and quality of content would enable a 

powerful streaming offering that would deepen its relationship with consumers and enable 

further content monetization.   Separate from streaming,  Disney’s “Star Wars: Galaxy’s Edge” 

opens this year, the first new Disneyworld theme park built since Animal Kingdom 21 years ago.  

Disney+ goes live in November, and we look forward to updating you on our views moving 

forward.  Disney remains a core long-term holding for the portfolio, with its shares up over 23% 

for the quarter and nearly 35%  since our initial purchase in 2017. 

 

 The Arms-Dealer of Streaming:  Another terrific performer in the quarter was ROKU, 

which we spoke about at length in the first quarter letter.  The shares were up over 40% for the 

quarter. It’s been a great investment so far and we still like it for the long term and plan on 

holding it, even though it’s volatile.  It is the “arms dealer” to the streaming wars, providing a 
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platform for all the streaming companies (Netflix, Amazon Prime, Hulu, and soon Disney+, etc.).  

Each of those companies has an incentive to be on ROKU’s platform and each shares advertising 

revenue derived from the platform with ROKU.  One in every three TVs sold in the U.S. come 

with ROKU software pre-installed.  This literally built-in advantage makes it difficult to launch a 

streaming channel (Disney+ is a “streaming channel”) without using ROKU. 

 

 The Everything Company that also Streams:  You don’t immediately think of streaming 

when you think of Google, but as the owner of YouTube, Google actually provides what we 

believe is the largest streaming platform in the world, with over 1.9 billion users who watch over 

a billion hours of video every day.  That’s a lot of eyeballs, and advertisers know it.  Google 

actually hurt performance in the quarter, as it declined 6%.  Credible rumors of an anti-trust 

investigation drove the shares down during the quarter.  On the news, we purchased more.  We 

owned Microsoft in the late 1990s and early 2000s when it was being investigated by the Justice 

Department.  It would have been a mistake then to sell that investment and we think, likewise, 

Google has so many ways to win in the future – from YouTube to search advertising to self-

driving cars – that we felt fortunate to get the opportunity to buy more at reasonable prices.  We 

see no credible legal reason (as opposed to emotional ones) to break up the company, but if 

we’re wrong, the parts of Google would be worth a lot as individual companies. 

 

 The Cable Company that Adapts:  Comcast might seem like a loser in the streaming 

wars, as one of the nation’s largest cable companies.  But that viewpoint would miss the strategic 

turn that Comcast anticipated and is taking advantage of.  The company is not-so-slowly exiting 

the cable television business and entering the broadband internet business.  It is now the second 

largest provider of high speed internet in the United States.  And while you may no longer need 

or want to pay for cable television, if you are streaming, you definitely need a broadband 

connection.  The best part is that the margins are much higher selling high speed internet than 

running a cable company.  That makes sense:  Comcast no longer has to negotiate with HBO, 

CNN and ESPN to offer its customers a package of channels.  Instead, under the new streaming 

business model, the company just offers a robust broadband connection, and customers can buy 

whatever channels they want online.  Comcast is up 42% since our initial purchase three years 

ago and 25% this year.   

  

 Looking forward questions always remain:  Will the Federal Reserve lower rates?  Will 

England leave the EU?  Will Donald Trump win reelection?  Will there be a trade deal with 

China?  Well, fools give you reasons, wise men never try.  But while all those events are 

unfolding, we will be keeping an eye on the fortunes of your portfolio companies.  Whether it’s a 

new business line from Disney or the debut of a self-driving car from Google, we will strive to 

understand its contribution to our investment thesis and invest your money accordingly.   

 

 We are appreciative of your support and look forward to updating you at the end of the 

third quarter.   

 

     Very truly yours,  

 

Christopher C. Grisanti  


